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The Gigamon and ExtraHop Joint Solution Overview 
Control the delivery of network traffic to monitoring systems with the joint solution 
from Gigamon Visibility Fabric™ nodes and the ExtraHop Operational Intelligence 
platform. This combined solution facilitates the deployment of non-invasive wire 
data analytics at an enterprise-wide scale. The ExtraHop platform works with 
Gigamon Visibility Fabric nodes to solve problems associated with a lack of SPAN 
ports or network TAPs. By deeply examining all network streams and transactions 
that traverse the asynchronously routed network, the joint solution from Gigamon 
and ExtraHop enables IT organizations to tap into all of their wire data for 
troubleshooting, capacity planning, security monitoring, and other real-time insights. 
Gigamon’s patented Flow Mapping™ technology forwards traffic of most interest  
to ExtraHop while Gigamon’s GigaSMART® technology removes any duplicates, 
optimizing performance and providing the most relevant and insightful monitoring.

How the Joint Solution Works
The combination of Gigamon Visibility Fabric nodes with the ExtraHop platform facilitates 
the deployment of non-invasive wire data analytics at an enterprise-wide scale.

Network professionals can create a Gigamon Visibility Fabric architecture consisting 
of one or multiple fabric nodes for comprehensive security, monitoring,  
and management. The Unified Visibility Fabric architecture is an innovative solution 
that delivers pervasive and dynamic visibility of network traffic across 
communication networks, sending only relevant traffic for specific monitoring  
and security needs. Gigamon’s Visibility Fabric nodes enable IT teams to forward 
traffic streams based on user-defined Layer 2 – Layer 7 Flow Mapping® rules  
and pattern matching to the ExtraHop platform.

The ExtraHop Operational Intelligence platform is a passive network appliance  
that analyzes wire data from Layer 2 – Layer 7 and correlates results for the web, 
VDI, database, storage, and services tiers. Within 15 minutes of installation,  
the ExtraHop platform auto-discovers and auto-classifies applications and devices, 
delivering significant value out of the box. The real-time insights from the ExtraHop 
solution support proactive early warning, triage and troubleshooting, mapping  
and measuring, and other valuable use cases. 

The Challenge
IT complexity and scale is quickly outstripping 
the capabilities of traditional network and 
application monitoring tools. Network speeds are 
accelerating, not only in total traffic but also in 
the breadth and diversity of traffic. The number 
and variety of monitoring tools is also growing. 
Securing the network and keeping customer 
data safe is as important as providing a good 
customer experience. IT Operations teams must 
manage an ever-growing portfolio of applications 
that no longer run only in a dedicated infrastructure, 
but may run in private, hybrid, and public clouds. 
A new approach is required—one that will 
empower IT organizations with real-time visibility 
to manage the performance, availability, and 
security of these applications.

Joint Solution Benefits
• Realize value immediately with automatic 

device discovery and classification

• Scale up to a sustained 40 Gbps throughput 
in a single ExtraHop appliance

• Optimize performance through selective 
forwarding and de-duplication of packets

• Correlate Layer 2 - Layer 7 activity across all 
tiers

• Simplify configuration management, data 
access security, and change-order approval 
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About ExtraHop
ExtraHop Networks is a global leader in real-time wire data analytics. 
The ExtraHop Operational Intelligence Platform analyzes all Layer 2 – 
Layer 7 communications, including full bidirectional transactional 
payloads. This innovative approach provides the correlated,  
cross-tier visibility essential for application performance, availability, 
and security in today’s complex and dynamic IT environments.  
The winner of numerous awards from Network Computing,  
Interop, TechTarget, and others, the ExtraHop platform scales  
up to 40 Gbps throughput in a single appliance, deploys without 

agents, and delivers tangible value in less than 15 minutes.

About Gigamon
Gigamon provides an intelligent Visibility Fabric™ architecture  
to enable the management of increasingly complex networks.  
Gigamon technology empowers infrastructure architects,  
managers and operators with pervasive visibility and control  
of traffic across both physical and virtual environments without 
affecting the performance or stability of the production network. 
Through patented technologies, centralized management and  
a portfolio of high availability and high-density fabric nodes,  
network traffic is intelligently delivered to management,  
monitoring and security systems. Gigamon solutions have  
been deployed globally across enterprise, data centers and  
service providers, including over half of the Fortune 100 and  
many government and federal agencies.

Learn More
For more information on the ExtraHop and Gigamon solution, contact:

ExtraHop Networks
520 Pike Street, Suite 1700
Seattle, WA 98101
Phone: +1 (877) 333-9872
www.extrahop.com

Gigamon 
3300 Olcott Street
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Phone: +1 (408) 831-4000
www.gigamon.com




